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Welcome to the Autumn edition of your sailing club
newsletter. In this edition, as well as updates from
several of our classes, we are pleased to feature:
 An update from our in-house training school
 Reflections on sailing with our Olympic classes

Seamark Nunn Club Points .......................................... 3

Enjoy the read!
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This year we have seen the consequences of the
destructive power of sand only too clearly. As it
washes away into the drainage system from our
changing rooms, it passes through a pump located in a
large pit beneath the patio, before being pumped up the
hill to the field behind us and then down to join the
main village pipe-work.
It turns out that the pump had gradually become worn,
and the performance degraded, which has resulted in
two large expenses.
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1. Electricity consumption: as the pump became
unable to pump water from the bottom of the pit to
the top of the hill, it ended up running continuously
for several months
2. Diagnosis and repair: despite the best efforts of our
fabulous house and BOBS team, and call-outs from
the pumping contractor it took a while to diagnose
and resolve the issue.
You may recall a period of several weeks in the early
summer when the showers were placed out of
commission.
We know that it is nearly impossible to prevent sand
from being walked into the clubhouse and changing
rooms, but anything you can do to minimise this will
be a great help.
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Cycling around the Deben
With the growing interest in cycling gripping the
nation, we thought it would be good for Waldringfield
SC to organise our own outing. What could be more
appropriate than riding around our own river Deben?
Around 25 members congregated in the car park before
heading off for Melton.

Before long we were being welcomed at the Sutton
Plough where John Hughes had arranged for coffee and
biscuits to be ready just as we arrived.
Next stop was Felixstowe Ferry and lunch at the sailing
club, before returning to Waldringfield.
Thank you to Bob Whitehouse for doing such a great
job in organising this event.

Coming up next
Master Quiz (18th October)
Coming up shortly is the annual Master Quiz – regular
fixture of our Autumn calendar. Quiz master and
facilitators are once again led by David Moon, and
Sushi (courtesy of Itsu) will feature heavily in the
interval.
Teams are generally formed around individual classes
as well as one or two miscellaneous collections.
End of Season Celebration (Dec 13th)
(also known as the Laying up Supper)
In order to encourage people back to the annual
prizegiving social event, for this year we have decided
to move away from the traditional dinner dance format,
in favour of a less formal Hog-Roast and Ceilidh with a
“Christmassy” feel.
The venue is the Woodbridge Community Centre
which will be hardly recognisable after our team of
elves have decked it out in festive style!
Barbeque at the Rocks

Tickets are now available at the discounted price of just
£15.50 for adults and £10 for children. See Nellie
Nunn to reserve yours before the discount on 1st
November.
We very much hope that you will all support this event
and help make it a really fitting way to see out yet
another wonderful Waldringfield sailing year.

Seamark Nunn “Club Points”
A glorious mid-summer’s Sunday afternoon saw
around 80 people meet at “The Rocks” for an afternoon
of relaxation on the beach complete with barbeque.

During 2014, our local chandlery, Seamark Nunn, has
been running a “Club Points” reward scheme to help
the club whenever you shop at their store.

People arrived by various means, some on the club’s
support boats, whilst others arrived under their own
steam.

So far this year, your points will have saved the club
£258 on our maintenance expenditure!
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Thank you for supporting this scheme.

An introduction to DutyMan
Introduction
Contrary to popular belief, DutyMan is not actually a
man. DutyMan is a website that we've been using for a
number of years to organise race management duties
(Race Officer, Assistant Race Officer and Course
Setter) at the sailing club. This year we've extended
DutyMan to cover the safety boat helper duties as well.
Here's an explanation of what DutyMan is and how to
use it.
Logging in
When you were first allocated a duty on DutyMan, the
system sends you an email with the subject "DutyMan
Login for <Your Name>". This email contains your
username which is usually in the form "<firstname>
<lastname>" and your password. Once logged in,
update your password to something more memorable
using the Password link at the top of the page.
Notifications and reminders
When duties are allocated at the start of the season, you
will be sent a notification by email from Dutyman. If
you then find that you cannot make your allocated duty
you can arrange a swap using Dutyman.
You will be sent reminders by email 5 days before and
1 day before your duty. Please confirm that you can do
a duty by clicking the link in the reminder email. For
those doing a race management duty the reminder
email includes a link to the Race Management
Documents. Please make sure you are familiar with the
instructions under the Saturday Club Racing and
Wednesday Evening Racing folders.
Swapping duties
It is usually a good idea to try to arrange a swap well in
advance of your duty because people make plans and
are less likely to be available to swap in the week
before. To request a swap login to DutyMan, select the
Duty Swap tab from the right hand side.

Select the duty you would like to swap and follow the
steps on the site to request swaps. Note that you will
only be able to swap with duties of the same type, so
Race officers will only be able to swap with other Race
officer duties for example.

People who you request to swap with will receive an
email asking if they are willing to swap their duty. If
they confirm then your duties will be swapped. They
will now get the reminders for the date that was
previously your duty and you will get the reminders for
the date that was previously their duty.
This is the preferred way to swap a duty.
If you arrange to swap a duty another way, it is
requested that you make the swap in DutyMan to make
it official using the process just described rather than
add further burden on the DutyMan administrator.
In extreme cases you may need to swap at the last
minute and be unable to find anyone willing to swap.
In these circumstances it is still your responsibility to
ensure that the duty is fulfilled, so you may need to try
to find friends in the club who will stand in for you.
Change of email address
Please note that the email address in DutyMan is
updated separately from the Sailing Club's database. If
you change your email address you need to both let the
membership secretary know and update DutyMan.
New members
Members who join after duties were initially allocated
may be asked to stand in for a duty later in the year.
Further questions
There are answers to lots of the questions you may
have on the How Do I… section on the DutyMan site.
Harry Pynn
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An update from our Sailing School

The School is recognised by the RYA as meeting their
standards for a training establishment and is inspected
annually to ensure these standards are maintained.
Since then we have ‘home grown’ our own Senior
Instructor, currently Adrian Farthing, who heads up the
teaching side of the courses.
The Boats

Background
Waldringfield Sailing Club has had a training arm for
more than 20 years originally pioneered by the late
Rosemary Schlee who strongly believed in the
importance of having a place where people could learn
to sail. Originally this was as a service to members but,
in recent years, we have extended the facility to nonmembers as well.
I took over the school as Principal in January 2009 and
began a process of modernising the equipment and the
operational policies to bring them into line with current
RYA standards. The school now operates all its courses
to RYA syllabi which are globally recognised as the
best teaching system in the world.

In 2009 the school possessed 3 rather tired Wayfarer
dinghies and it was clear that these were well past their
‘sell by’ date and not equipped very well for the task.
Fortunately the club had been given a bequest of £10k
from the late Rosemary Schlee and it was decided to
use this as match funding for a Sport England Lottery
fund application. I put the bid together during the
winter 2009/10 based on increasing the participation of
adults in the sport of sailing. Sport England awarded us
the maximum £10k giving us a reasonable fund for
new craft.
Many will be surprised that we opted for the Wayfarer
again, but the new Hartley boat was exceptionally good
value and clearly met the school’s needs:• A stable dinghy able to carry 4 people comfortably.
• Easily recoverable from capsize by novices.
• Can be easily reefed.
• Was equipped for advanced courses with appropriate
gear
• Would look smart for publicity
We ordered 3 boats at a cost of £25k the balance
coming from Sailing School funds and the first boat
arrived in May 2010 and rather took the club by storm!
When parked outside the club on the foreshore almost
no one recognised it as a Wayfarer so different did it
look. This was because each of the 3 boats had a
different sail configuration:• Resolute – is rigged with an asymmetric spinnaker
and bowsprit. The forestay is set aft of spinnaker chute.
• Redoubtable – is rigged with a bowsprit and can be
set up with a conventional spinnaker.
• Relentless – is rigged with a conventional spinnaker
only.
The following year saw the arrival of a fourth Hartley
Wayfarer this time a red one donated by Richard
Longdon in memory of a close friend who loved sailing
on the River Deben. Squeeg as she is called is a
standard Wayfarer built to the training specification
and carrying no spinnaker gear.
The old wayfarers were sold off Pebbles and Lambton
Worm departing 2012 and India Jade earlier this year.
For her replacement we are looking for a lighter boat
roughly 12 feet and easily handled up the ramps at low
water. The Hartley 12.2 is a possible candidate.
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The Programme

• In the summer we run a junior sailing course lasting
5 days – This year 40 children enjoyed a week of
sailing and improved their sailing skills. The ages
varied from 7 – 11 and it is quite a major organisational
task. The week needs upwards of 21 volunteers all of
which are given a complementary lunch as part of the
deal. It has been an outstanding success and generates
enthusiastic young sailors who go on to join the cadet
squadron.

Water based courses
Each year the school publishes a full programme of
courses available to members and non-members. The
2014 season started with:-

Shore-based Courses
The school runs 4 different shore-based courses that
cater for the Yacht Class and offshore sailors.

• RYA Dinghy Instructors Course - Each year we
train up to 6 instructors both adults and teenagers to
help us teach the sailing courses. This is a great
opportunity for our young people to gain a qualification
that can earn them money at a commercial sailing
school or abroad. The award is recognised world-wide
as the hallmark of a good instructor.
• We then run powerboat courses- Powerboat level 2
is the standard certificate of competence for handling
small powerboats and RIBs. It is a 2 day course and
includes basic navigation as well as practical boat
handling. The safety boat course is a supplementary 2
day course designed to meet the club’s need for a pool
of coxswains to helm the 5 club rescue boats.
• And then onto sailing courses – This year we
experimented with advertising our adult “Learn to Sail
in a weekend” courses. These proved very popular with
21 people taking part. They like the friendly
surroundings and small numbers on the course. Each
weekend takes only 8 learners and thus has a very good
teaching ratio of 1 instructor to 2 trainees. We plan to
run 4 of these weekends in 2015.

• Coastal Skipper / Yacht master
Currently run in evening class format over the winter
this course focuses on navigation and coastal passage
making as well as collision regulations and tides.
• Day Skipper
Although the school has taught this as an evening class
this is currently under review and it is proposed to
convert it to a 3 weekend course. The course is an
introduction to Navigation and seamanship
• First Aid at sea
The school runs one first aid course each year which is
outsourced to Starlight Training who has all the
equipment necessary to operate with up to 15 people.
The certificate is only valid for 3 years and is
mandatory for Instructors and Safety Boat coxswains.
• GMDSS/VHF Short Range Radio certificates
The school is fully equipped to run VHF radio courses
and has 4 linked training radios with which to teach the
course. An SRC/VHF operator’s license is mandatory
for anyone operating a VHF radio set.
The training radios can be made available at any time
should club members wish to practice using a
transmitting radio.
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Other Events
In addition to the courses outlined above the school
leads an activity day for Year 6 pupils from the 6 local
schools linked to Waldringfield. This is held in July
and takes the children afloat in the Wayfarers and the 2
Launches ‘Fynnlass’ and ‘Kirton Owl’. This year 68
children had taster sessions together with 5 staff. It was
a busy day blessed with light winds and the entire event
went off without a hitch. Managing 73 people on site is
no mean feat!
Summary
So 2014 has been a very successful year for the school
119 people (79 adults and 40 children) have
successfully participated in 15 courses throughout the
year. 2015 promises to be an equally busy year with 14
courses planned. The programme will go on the website in November and the Junior RYA course dates are
fixed for Monday 27 July 2015 through to Friday 31
July 2015.
If you have any questions about courses or need more
information please contact Graham on
training@waldringfieldsc.com.

420 with a very good friend of mine, James Hayward,
who shared the same passion and aims as myself, we
wanted to get to the top. We trained incredibly hard and
travelled a lot with many thanks to both of our parents
–Steve, Anna, Richard and Debbie. Leaving 420s with
good international and domestic results enabled me to
progress into the Olympic Classes.
The Olympic Classes is extremely tough to get an
opportunity in and you have to keep training and
motivated until something comes along. I sailed a 470
successfully during 2012, coming 19th at the
Europeans just before the Olympics – beating many
who then went on to compete at London 2012. I then
chose to moves classes into the Olympic catamaran,
which had just been announced as the Nacra 17. All of
this time I was at University and trying to mix training
with studying (which not many top-level sailors do, but
I would highly recommend).

Graham Harrison

Experiences with the Olympic classes
Tim Carter & Tim Linsell
As a club, we have the rare honour of having not one,
but two of our members sailing with the Olympic team
GBR.

Nacra 17 sailing with Tim Carter

2013 was my ‘break-through’ year in terms of getting
some really top results and being highly involved in the
British Sailing Team. After a disappointing start to the
summer regattas Lucy MacGregor (2012 Olympian and
full-time professional) asked me to crew for her at a
few of the remaining summer events. This is the type
of opportunity that you train for. I flew out to Lake
Como, Italy for the Europeans with only two days
training before the event started. This was a huge eyeopener into front of the fleet racing but more
importantly the opportunity to race against (and beat!)
some of sailing’s greats – Iker Martinez, Frank
Cammas, Darren Bundock, Pippa Wilson, Santi Lange
and many others. As you can imagine, this racing is
highly competitive and with absolutely no margin for
error. This event for us was all about learning about
the racing and how to sail with each other.

As some of you may or may not know, I, have been in
the RYA pathway system since my Cadet days at
Waldringfield. The objective of the RYA pathway is to
lead good sailors right through from junior classes,
such as a Cadet or Optimist, to the Olympics. This is a
long and tough journey with results-based hoops to be
jumped through. Luckily, I moved from Cadets in the

After a few days at home (you are rarely at home at this
level of competition) we flew out to Santander for the
World Championships Test Regatta. This was a regatta
that had a bearing on the start of qualification of Great
Britain into the Olympics (each country has to qualify
for each Olympic Games), so a result was needed.
Again, the racing was the highest possible quality,

Both Tims are a product of our Cadet fleet, and I am
sure they wouldn’t mind me saying were not
particularly outstanding at that stage of their sailing
careers. What is exceptional is that they both had an
ambition to succeed, and after leaving Cadets,
continued to develop their abilities with determination
to reach the highest standards.
Their stories serve as an inspiration to our junior
members and show that in our sport, given the will and
determination to succeed, their dreams can become a
reality. (Ed)
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however Lucy and I were beginning to get into the
groove of sailing with each other - winning a few races
and consistently in the top 5, building a good series. On
day 5 of the regatta it was incredibly windy with huge
Atlantic waves and it was this day where I sustained
quite a bad injury. Once back onshore after racing I
was really struggling to walk and my knee kept
popping out. The RYA physios and coaches strapped
my knee with a splint for days 6 and 7, so we carried
on sailing and putting in some good results. We
finished 4th which as you can imagine was amazing!

Once back in the UK, I had a scan to check my knee
and I had snapped two ligaments in my knee and
needed a serious operation to repair all of the damage.
The motivator came in just after my operation when the
ISAF World Rankings were released to find that Lucy
and myself were ranked 4th in the World! What an
experience it had been! Travelling all over Europe,
racing your heroes and beating them! It certainly made
all of the hard work and commitment worthwhile. Now
new challenges lie ahead which I am even more excited
about.

However, racing as hard as you can to not finish last
does have some sort of twisted allure, so after this I
went to the Europeans in Athens. Managing to scratch
together a helm, boat and sails we turned up three days
before the event was due to start to get a bit of practice
in together and begin to get our heads around the
venue. This went pretty well. Having by now done over
a week in the front of a 470 I felt as though I was
beginning to get to grips with how to sail one and was
looking forward to seeing how we would get on against
a fleet of 70 boats containing numerous world and
Olympic champions. By the first windward mark the
void between ourselves and the professionals was again
made horrifically clear however, and soon we were
back to tussling it out with Croatia 11 in an attempt to
not get that conciliatory nod from the finish boat as we
eventually finished.

Thanks and I hope to keep you updated in the future.
470 sailing with Tim Linsell
In June I crewed in a 470 at the Sail for Gold regatta in
Weymouth. This is the British contribution to the ISAF
sailing world cup which takes place over 6 events
across the world. Unfortunately this year the 470's were
not a massive entry with only 7 boats coming, all from
Britain. However this offered an incredible, albeit
slightly sheltered, insight into Olympic sailing. Whilst
it didn't give me any idea of what it is like to race a 470
on an international stage, it did offer a glimpse of the
calibre of sailing this class has to offer. Finishing 5th
any illusions I had about where we would end up were
quickly shattered. Whereas in other classes you might
be able to get away with a bad tack here and there and
sloppy starting doesn't necessarily rule you out of
contention, here mistakes like this were brutally
punished; sending you to the back of the fleet
disgracefully quickly.
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This disdain with which our efforts to compete was met
did lead to us learning pretty quickly though, and as the
week wore on we began to feel our efforts rewarded in
our results. Though in the event this was of little
relevance, personally I don't think I've learnt so much
in a week since I first began sailing. Consequently,
though I am admittedly very new to the Olympic
sailing scene and have in truth barely scratched the
surface I'm looking forward to hopefully doing more
through the autumn and winter, and into next year;
hopefully with a bit more training this time.

Bottle Boats – 2014 Championship
A marvellous radio sailing event, with some
spectacular performances, made this a day to remember
for all 24 competitors, supporters and the many
spectators that lined the banks of the beautiful River
Deben.
The scene
17 races were run at Waldringfield Sailing Club in
ideal conditions: warm and sunny weather with a NNW
wind blowing 4-10 mph against the tide, parallel to the
shore in front of the clubhouse. These conditions
allowed some spectacular off-wind planes by these
swing rig powered one designs. It also gave the
opportunity to use the strong tide in the middle of the
river for easy beating on the 120 m sausage course,
sharing water with yachts, ten times as big, which were
cruising by.
The morning racing
Previous champion, Rob Vice, sailed furthest out into
the middle of the river in Race 1 to get the best of the
tide and was first at the windward mark and lead from
thereon from another previous champion, Bernard
Kufluk. In Race 2 it was a ‘Vice Squad’ benefit with
Rob winning again, closely followed by his son CJ.
Bernard was not to be outdone and came back to win
Race 3. The wind got up in Race 4 and the BOTTLE
boats were flying downwind, which prompted young
skipper, Angus Collingridge to shout “stop sailing
away”, as he could not keep up with his boat! This race
belonged to his dad, Wayfarer sailor and last year’s
champion, Neil; however in Race 5, he had an incident
early in the race and let Marblehead sailor, Alan Viney,
take first place ahead of the consistent CJ. Race 6 went
to Alan’s son, Graham, who won from Rob and Alan.
Lunchtime was welcomed by several skippers who had
suffered gear failure in the limit big rig conditions. Rob
11, Alan 17 and Bernard 18 were top of the leaderboard
at the break.

The barbecue
A relaxed lunch was enjoyed by 74 competitors, their
families and new WSC members thanks to the efforts
of Jo McArdle, Mick and Margaret Lake.
The afternoon racing
With broken gear mended and batteries replaced, there
were less breakdowns and the pace of racing speeded
up. Rob continued to dominate by winning Race 7 and
9, but let Bernard win Race 8. Alan Viney won Race
10 from Tim Norris and Graham, but it was young CJ’s
consistency that allowed him finally to get to the front
and win Race 11. Graham got his 2nd win in Race 12,
from Wayfarer sailor, Mike Pert, but let Rob win Race
13. Mike finally made it to the front in Race 14, but
then let Rob win again in Race 15 from Marblehead
sailor, Peter Dunne. Graham won Race 16 with
Bernard 2nd which was crucial to the final results,
bringing him to within 4 points of CJ who was lying in
3rd place overall. Bernard won the final race, but CJ
could only finish 5th and so lost his 3rd place on count
back.

The prize giving
WSC Commodore, David Copp presented the prizes
and thanked competitors for putting on a great
spectacle and the race team for organising the event.
PRO Roger Stollery thanked all members of the race
and barbecue teams individually and the winner, Rob
thanked Roger for not only masterminding this event,
but for the design concept of the class, which is low
cost enough to allow children to take part.
Roger Stollery
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News from our classes
Cadets
It's been rather a good summer in “Cadetland”. 5
sailors in the worlds team, 14 boats descending on
Weymouth for an extended summer holiday, a cracking
Cadet open, an even better Cadet week...it's difficult to
understand why everyone under 17 within half an
hour’s drive from Waldringfield doesn't descend on us.
First the Cadet Open, 30 boats, many visitors, most of
the worlds team.....the competition was fierce and the
often light wind conditions challenging. For once the
Waldringfielders didn't have things their own way as
Lucy and Cally Terkelsen from Stone made off with
the prizes.
Cadet week was to follow....Daisy and Hamish led for
the first 6 races but those Terkelsen girls were too
strong as the week went on and came through to win
with the Collingridges second, Alex Page and Aaron
Chadwick third and Willow and Cara Bland 4th.
So a week off and then on to Weymouth and Hurricane
Bertha. Fantastic! 71 boats in gold and silver at the
nationals, 17 in the bronze fleet....Waldringfielders
everywhere and oh the reaches, those powerful full on
spinnaker up whatever reaches....that got the hairs on
the back of the neck going. Willow and Cara 9th, Ed
Harris and Faye Chatterton 10th, Sam Yale and Harry
Chat 11th, the two ginger Collingridges 12th and Lulu
Knott and Daisy Nunn 13th. Couldn't have been closer
really.

and another display of extraordinary light weather
skills from the Ukrainian - lots for our lot to learn from.
Anna finished 10th crewing for Alex Warrington from
Thorpe Bay, Willow and Cara 12th and Daisy and
Hattie 15th in a fleet of 51 - all positions to be proud of
in a world class fleet and in some very taxing
conditions.
And in the Promotional fleet it was Waldringfield all
the way. Archie Penn and Hazel Whittle were second
though only on count back. Sam and Harry were third,
Lulu and Daisy 5th...only 9 points separated the top 5
and final positions weren't settled until the last beat of
the last race.....parents nerves jangling left right and
centre. Everyone, and I mean everyone who was there
did fantastically in conditions which were often at the
limit and sometimes beyond it. Well done all of you.
Pippa Wilson with her Olympic Gold opened the event,
the Red Arrows closed it...the BBC and ITV turned up
with their cameras.....So how do we follow that? Well
we're straight into squad selectors for winter training
and Lake Garda for 2015's Worlds....that should keep
them interested. And in the meantime competitive club
sailing on the Deben takes off again. Tell your friends..
buy a Cadet. As they say… “You'll never forget your
first Cadet”.
Neil Collingridge

Dragonflys
The important bits from this year’s AGM…
“It would seem that all AGM minutes need to be
delivered to the secretary of the Waldringfield Sailing
Club. Unfortunately they have been lost due to the
incompetence of the Class Captain. It was unanimously
agreed by all attending that it should be passed that the
minutes are LOST!
Richard has agreed to do penance by going on
pilgrimage to Rome to seek forgiveness from the
Pope.”
“A hearty welcome was expressed to Spencer Wix as he
has recently purchased Dragonfly No5 from Rosie
Black, which has not been on the water for four years.
After sterling work the boat is now back on the water
and in true Dragonfly tradition sinking, well-done
Spencer, keep up the good work!

Couple of days off and then the Worlds. Willow and
Cara Bland, Daisy and Hattie Collingridge and Anna
Wootten all representing GBR in the Worlds fleet. A
master class of heavy weather sailing from the Aussie,
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At this time a great discussion ensued as to how old
Spencer was; total disbelief was expressed by everyone
at how young he is. What the hell is he doing sailing a
Dragonfly!”

“I am sure that there were other things spoken about
but I had had another glass of wine, so may have
forgotten them…. sorry.”
(With apologies to Richard Smithson)

Larks
The Lark class has continued its success this year with
victory for newly-weds Harry and Gemma Pynn at the
European championship at Carnac in Brittany. With
Emma and Matt White finishing second overall it was a
great start to the Open meeting season. The travelling
Pynns also visited Rock in Cornwall where they
finished third. Nearer home, Matt Stearn and Kerry
Robson won the Royal Harwich Open with Tom
Branton and Faye Gosling third overall.

The new club Lark has been well used, both by visitors
, including one from Kenya ( well Dave Carroll
actually, on a brief trip home) and enjoyed by some of
our younger recruits moving up from Cadets.
The first of our introductory events for juniors was well
attended and received, however the second weekend
was completely windless, so was postponed to Sunday
5th October. The idea is to run a short session for all
under 21’s who would like to try Lark sailing with a
mixture of fleet and team racing.
Geoff Sinton

Laser Radials
The Laser Radials have enjoyed a summer of events
including laser fun day, cadet week and two open
meetings.
Laser fun day on 1 June, enticed a number of our
current cadet sailors out on to the water in radials and
one of our notable lark sailors, Ian Videlo. Lots of
short “triangle and sausage” races in the morning, were
followed by team racing in the afternoon. Ian got
particularly stuck into the team racing memorably
sailing Daisy Collingridge off the course, even when
his team was not competing in that race - a “senior
moment”, to put it more kindly than it deserves ;-).

The Nationals were at Penzance and three
Waldringfield boats made the 400 mile trek, where
Emma & Matt finished 8th and Harry and Gemma in
11th place. Alistair McHardy and Kay Maddox were a
little further down the order, but successfully
completed their first Nationals in difficult conditions
covering the complete wind spectrum.
In addition to this success in our own fleet,
congratulations also go to Tim Linsell for his second
place at the Fireball Nationals, which has led on to a
planned campaign in the 470 class.
All this travelling, together with several Lark sailors
being heavily committed Cadet parents, has meant that
on occasions the club fleet has been a bit depleted, but
while short on quantity it has by no means been short
on quality! Summer 1 was taken by Ian and Alyson
Videlo, with Summer 2 being won by Chris and Cathy
Fish. In the Handicap event on Wednesday evenings
the Pynns have competed regularly between trips away,
finishing 2nd in Wednesday 1 and third in Wednesday
2.
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Cadet Week at the end of July attracted a record of 19
“youth” radial sailors, who battled it out during five
days of racing (and various evening activities which
seemed to affect the sailing ability of some the
following day) for the radial trophy. Sam Yale was
triumphant with visitors Josie Gummer second and
Sarah O’Brien third and Cam Goodhead fourth.
On 15 June we held our Radial Open alongside the
Laser Open. We welcomed 31 boats including 16
standards and 15 radial rigs. With a warm force 3-4

and a spring tide in the afternoon conditions were
perfect for some flat out laser sailing. The radial class
attracted a healthy mix of youth and adult sailors with
Daisy Collingridge, visitor Cameron Harris, Aaron
Woolf, Mike Hanes and Chris Woodard all battling it
out at the front. Daisy won the last race and took the
radial trophy followed by Cameron. We saw some
impressive performances from our other young sailors
including Faye Gosling, Harry Chatterton, Robert
Keen, Katie Spark and Hattie Collingridge in her 4.7.
Our first Laser Radial Youth Open followed a week
later with nine competitors enjoying more breezy
conditions. Glorious sunshine gave way to some
interesting squalls and wind shifts as the black clouds
arrived with plenty of rain. By race 3 most of the
competitors had had at least one unexpected swim in
the river and by the end of the day only four brave
sailors continued fighting against the chop in the heavy
rain. None of this affected the performance of Charlie
Linsell who won the event with a clean sweep of firsts,
followed by Tom Barton in second and Will Everitt in
third.

Tim’s excellent Racing Improvers evenings were also
popular with the Mirrors as were the Saturday Junior
Sailing mornings.
Mirrors have also raced occasionally including the
Jacobs and Hughes boats on a several Wednesday
evenings, a notable overall win for Simon & Ben
Howlett in the Navigation Race (using the loan MCA
boat) and Neil & Ed Fletcher in the Regatta. Lia
Fletcher has been learning to helm in her Mirror this
summer at Poole Week and at Bart’s Bash (spare a
thought for Neil squeezed into the front!).

Once again, there are a group of young sailors who
gained confidence in Mirrors and have now graduated
to Cadets – Ethan Hughes, Marc Atkinson and Tristan
Whittle spring to mind (with apologies to any others
I’ve forgotten). The photo shows the club Mirror
exploring the creek (and the mud!) around the Rocks
on a picnic trip in September.
Like many classes series entries have been somewhat
up and down over the summer months particularly as
many of younger sailors were away on holiday or
going to festivals like Latitude! We have two new
radial sailors Suzie Gosling and Daisy Collingridge
joining the fleet from our Cadets.
Our last radial training for the season is planned for
19th October. All welcome.
Sarah Northey

Mirrors
This summer has seen the club’s Mirror sailing
community on the water for fun sailing, training and
racing. The club Mirror has been getting lots of use and
has proved to be a popular asset with the parents and
grandparents of a new generation of juniors.
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Julian Rains

OKs
The year started with the WSC OK fleet descending on
Alton Water for the Frostbite Series. The OK’s
performed very well in the medium handicap fleet. The
series attracted a number of other local OK sailors and
was very good for the class demonstrating the modern
International OK with its carbon mast – not like the
boats of old which we keep getting reminded about!
This summer a sixth OK has joined the club fleet in the
form of Luke’s son, Peter Farthing sailing GBR 2072.
We’ve yet to see him on the water as Saturday’s
usually clash with other activities but with, hopefully,
more Sunday racing in 2015 the chances of all of us
being on the water at the same time are significantly
higher!

During the Autumn Series we have been promoting the
OK at the club with our “Come and have a go if you
think you’re hard enough” campaign. We are offering
club members the opportunity to Try-an-OK in club
races using our own race tuned boats. Those that have
tried the boat so far have been very impressed and have
in some cases have shown us the way around the
course! We’ll continue this over the winter and next
year so if you’re struggling for a crew in a Wayfarer or
Lark, a bit big for a Laser or looking for a new sailing
challenge then contact Simon by email
simon@synergymarine.co.uk or phone 01473
809298/07769 700462.
On the road the fleet has been active with Robert
Deaves and Simon Cox attending the 110 boat,
European Championships in Steinhude, Germany. The
event was run with typical German efficiency and was
an example of how all major championships should be
run. Robert was robbed of a top 10, eventually
finishing 14th. Simon at his first International regatta
had a mixed bag of results finishing 39th.
Back in Blighty, 3 club boats attended the 41 boat
National Championships at Dabchicks. Jonathan Fish
had a great event scoring two race wins but eventually
finishing 3rd overall. Defending champion Robert
finished 7th. Simon launched his new bright red
Synergy Marine works boat, injured himself and
subsequently loaned the boat to Will Branton for the
final races who did very well in the star studded fleet.

The OK fleet is pleased to see the introduction of new
initiatives at the club including adjusting start times to
ensure racing on high tides, Sunday racing and shorter
courses which we feel makes the racing both more
competitive for all and will help attract new, and old,
OK sailors to the club.
Simon Cox

Squibs
At Waldringfield
In May we kicked off with our second shore-based
training talk on spinnaker setting and handling, nicely
led by Richard Cooke, who prepared a wellconstructed, logical and helpful guide to the spinnaker
on the Squib. A dozen Squib sailors benefited from his
extensive knowledge of Squibs and his patient and
supportive approach to questions and queries.

Full range of weather conditions this year
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Two of the 6 series have seen Squibs doing two shorter
races rather than one longer one. Turnouts have been
good and the racing close. It has proved quite feasible
to have two races, not least as a consequence of the
help and support of the race management team and Sail
Comm in this initiative.

To date we have just about completed 6 race series,
and, so far, excluding trophy and open events have held
over 40 Squib races. We have 16 boats “on the books”
with 12 boats “launched” this season. 60% of the races
sailed have had 6 or more boats starting, the average
turnout has been over 5, and between 8 and 11 boats
have competed in each series. There has been a very
good turn out from the Squib fleet, despite several
Squibs travelling to open events.

And further a field
Ruby(40) and Gunpowder Gertie(763) ventured to the
wilds of Lowestoft for the Nationals- 3 out of 6 days
were strong northerlies and spring ebb tides. A brilliant
if challenging week. At the same time Jumpin
Jack(814) and Ignite( 468) took part in the Broadlands
Regatta at Oulton Broad, where Richard Cooke and
Jim Davis secured 3rd place. We may not have put
fear and dread into the National Squib fleet on the
water, however WSC did win the quiz night!

Good turn-outs and close racing.
WSC Squibs were represented at Aldeburgh Week and
two boats competed in the East Coasts on the River
Blackwater at Stone sailing club, and in Burnham
Week on the Crouch . We are fortunate
being in a Squib fleet in this area, with good racing at
the club and ample chances to sail in bigger fleets
against top national sailors within a 50 mile radius.

Four different helms have won a series, and there have
been 9 different race winners. Squibs did well this year
in the Navigation race held in light and flukey
conditions scoring a third and a fifth place overall,
finishing only 30seconds apart. We had a great Cork
Plate with 8 entrants who sailed the 16 mile course out
to the Cutler Buoy and back in just under 4 hours,
again with the winning margin being less than a
minute.
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A NEW BUILDER FOR SQUIBS
Rondar Boats, the long standing and much admired
competition boat builder, is to be the new sole builder
of Squibs. They intend to re-model the interior
construction methods- using additional moulds to
reduce costs, and improve layout, safety and comfortand also to seek out new marketing opportunities at
home and abroad. A new Rondar Squib should be
exhibited at the Dingy show in March 2015.
ANTIFOULING
This year we have been monitoring the performance of
our anti-foulings. What a year to experiment! It started
off OK with the general brown “slime” washing off the
hard antifouling quite well, but by mid-summer we
were attacked by “the pink demons”. These needed to

be scraped off and their root systems really needed wet
and dry rubbing paper to remove. Hard work!! Since
August we seem to have returned to more manageable
“brown slime” Hard white antifouling seems to be OK
except against the pink growth. Is there a product that
can resist this particular enemy? We don't know!

Develop keel boat training and or keelboat access for
young sailors?..........Food for thought.
Finally, we shall end the season with a “chilli supper”
in Woodbridge in November, more details to follow.
Pete Greatrex

FLEETING THOUGHTS
New Members: We have been pleased to welcome 3
new Squibbers to the fleet this year. Mark, Emma and
Tom Barton in 535 “Truant”, Chris Seear in 326
“Theory” and Tim and Richard Beech in 343 “Amble”
Welcome.

Wayfarers
European & National Championships 2014
Roger Challis with Mark Johnson and also Neil
Fletcher with Chas Edwards travelled the route so
familiar to parents of Cadets, to Portland and
Weymouth Sailing Academy with their Hartley Mk IV
Wayfarers. This was during our July summer heat wave
so sailing was in the late morning easterly breeze or the
afternoon contrary westerly sea breeze.
Racing was generally held in Portland Harbour rather
than near the cliffs in Weymouth Bay which created
fickle winds. My practice race, held in the bay, turned
out to be just that as a pin end start was confounded by
the large fleet and additionally it was years since I had
sailed in waves and so I had to rapidly readjust my
sailing technique. As it transpired, this was to be the
only brisk planning breeze race of the week.

Mark and Emma Barton enjoy a Wednesday evening
sail
Facebook
This season has seen the WSC Squib class debut on
Facebook. Jenn Greatrex has done the donkey work to
post regularly on the WSC, and the National Squib,
pages, greatly helped by Alexis Smith's weekly
Wednesday photo shoots, thank you both.
Future Possibilities
In our travels this year we have been struck by the
number of young Squib sailors (Scarlet, helming Magic
Roundabout, from Burnham is 16 and weighs 6 ½
stones) competing and performing really well in both
light and very windy conditions, sometimes in their
own boats, and sometimes in borrowed boats. They
clearly seem to enjoy keel boat racing and see it as a
complement to continued racing development in their
dinghy classes.
We have also enjoyed using Squibs as part of the WSC
sail taster days, visitors found them a stable first sailing
experience. Clearly the Squib, as a keel boat, is a good
platform for adults to learn to sail in.
How could, or indeed should, some or all of these
possibilities be developed? Loaning boats? Club boats?
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The daily results were posted on the Y&Y website and
on returning home several members reported following
our fortunes over the cornflakes. Out of a fleet of 58
boats we counted a 1st, two 2nds, two 3rds, 4th, 8th
and then the disastrous last race where in failing wind,
the race officer sent us on a last beat so we drifted from
6th to 25th thus we had to count a 14th. This was just
enough to retain 2nd overall behind Mike McNamara
who as usual gave a master class in competitive sailing.

Neil and Chas sailed consistently to finish 6th overall
with their best race a 4th but rued their Black Flag
disqualification from a 3rd.
Roger Challis

Yacht class
4 boats took part in the cruise to Heybridge Basin on
the River Blackwater in mid July. The boats went via
the Tollesbury marina and then to Bradwell marina in
order to catch the right tide to Heybridge Basin. This
port is a popular place for yachts as it is the head of the
Chelmer canal. You can then visit Maldon either by
foot or in a dinghy along the canal. All participants
enjoyed the few days away.
The last cruise of the year was to the new Walton &
Frinton Yacht Club at the end of August. 4 boats again
took part going up the very narrow channel to the pool
area behind the Clubhouse. Some members also came
by road to sample this wonderful new building with
facilities that most Clubs would want to aspire to. It is
certainly worth a visit to see how this Clubhouse has
been transformed. The weather was very kind to us
and everyone who came thoroughly enjoyed
themselves.
A reminder about the Yacht Class AGM which is being
held on Saturday 4th October starting at 18.30 hrs.
After the formal business there will be a meal followed
by a talk by a friend of one of our members about his
trip on the Clipper 70 from South Africa to Australia. It
should be an excellent talk and any member of the
WSC is welcome to come.
John Chaplin

Winner
A Smith
N Pusey
H Ryan
J Shambrook

Ticket
29
72
64
54

Births, deaths and marriages
Deaths
Roy Webb (Jonathan Webb’s father) Commodore
from 1961 - 1963, died 14th July 2014.
Penny Palmer wife of John, died 30th July 2014.
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Ed and Caroline Blackmore (Family) with Catherine 9,
Thomas 8, James 6.Live in Waldringfield and own a Mirror.
Adrian and Elaine Turner (Joint) Live in Waldringfield.
Currently owns a RIB but in the past Adrian has sailed
Cadets and with his father George (deceased) Dragonflies,
Squibs and Dragon
Mary Norden (Individual) Returning to sailing. Previous
experience in Lasers
Juliet Redding and Tim Green (Family) with Beatrice 11,
Emilia 10, Ines 8 and Maia 6. Juliet owns a Mirror and has
crewing experience. Beatrice is helming/crewing a Cadet
Jon and Sarah Bloor (Family) with Leo 5, Seren 3. Jon was
an active member of Dee Sailing Club. Sarah grew up sailing
with her family on the River Orwell. They own a Leisure 27
moored at Waldringfield as well as a Mirror dinghy.
Martin Spall (Individual) Rejoined the Club. Lives in the
village. Has most recently crewed in Squibs and supports the
Support Boat crew.
James Eminson (Individual) Previous Cadet sailor at WSC.
RYA dinghy instructor. Keen Laser sailor.
Cynthia James (Individual). Lives in Waldringfield. Has
previously been a member of WSC and crewed Dragonfly
and Squib. Currently owns a Falmouth Bass Boat moored at
Waldringfield.
Chris Seears (Individual) Dinghy sailor of long experience.
After crewing in Squib 326, he has bought it!
Philip Hall (Individual) Recently moved to Martlesham.
Member of WSC in 1970's sailing a Lark before moving to
Devon and continued to sail Lark at Starcross. Now planning
to buy a small yacht.
Athol McBeal (Individual) Has sailed with his father Martin
and hopes to get Dragonfly 11 back on the water and race.

WSC 500 Club winners
Month
May
June
July
August

Welcome to our newest members

Penny and Mark Wright (Family) Live in Martlesham,
with 3 children (Jess crews in a Cadet)
Kevin and Clare Bye (Family) Live in Ipswich, with 2
children, Matthew (son) plans to sail a Laser Radial
Richard Woolf (Individual) Long-standing member who
has rejoined,
Carleen Cooke & Tyghe Brown, (Individual & Junior )
Live locally in Waldringfield, , Tyghe crews in a Cadet.
Graham & Gillian Bush, (Joint) Live in Woodbridge and
own a yacht.

